"4 Key Charts on 2 pages"

#1 Timelines for the 70th Seven and 2300-days
Section of Timeline based on the 'abomination' showing 'offset' between the 70th Seven (Dan.9) and the 2300 days (Dan.8)

Daniel 9:27 (70th Seven)
He will confirm a covenant with many for one 'seven.' In the middle of the 'seven' he will put an end to sacrifice and offering. And on a wing [of the temple] he will set up an abomination that causes desolation, until the end that is decreed is poured out on him.

Note: The "end that is decreed" literally takes 2300 days.

The 70th Seven

Daniel 8: 13-14 (2300 days)
... How long will it take for the vision to be fulfilled... the rebellion that causes desolation ... It will take 2300 evenings and mornings [78 months] and the sanctuary will be re-consecrated

Rev. 8-19 (Tribulation)
Rev 8-9 1280 days (7th Trumpet)
Rev 11 42 months
Two witnesses finish
Rev 16 36 months
Armageddon
Rev 16 & 19

Rapture (Matt. 24:29-31)
6th Seal (Rev. 6:12)
Multitude in Heaven (Rev.7)

#2 'Post-Rapture' Timeline [same as 2300 days above (bottom line) - after the 6th Seal]

Earth

God’s 'wrath' is completed - Revelation 8-19

Trumpet Plagues (Rev.8-11)
1. 1/3 of earth burned
2. 1/3 ships & fish destroyed
3. 1/3 water poisoned
4. 1/3 darkness
5. locusts slng for 5 months
6. Israel attacked
7. ascension of 2 witnesses

Bowl Plagues (Rev.16)
1. 1st Plague - 10 cities filled with blood
2. 2nd Plague - 2nd earth turned into blood
3. 3rd Plague - 3rd rivers turned to blood
4. 4th Plague - 4th rivers turned to blood
5. 5th Plague - 5th star turned to blood
6. 6th Plague - 6th rivers dried up
7. Armageddon

Sanctuary is re-consecrated

Q & A
War with gog & magog (Ezek 38 & Rev 20)

God dwells on earth

"Tribulation" on Earth
(*covered on the last 5 pages of Daniel 11 as indicated + 2 more)
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#3. Simplified Timeline of God’s 7000-Year Plan

**Simplified Timeline:**

After the 7th “Day”, God will dwell with humans, just like He planned in the first place.

"With the Lord, a day is like a thousand years, and a thousand years is like a day.” (2 Peter 3:8)

---

**Adam**  
2000 years  
2 days

---

**Abraham**  
2000 years  
2 days

---

**Jesus**  
2000 years  
2 days  
God’s “ending”  
(“starting with the Seal”)  
or “great tribulation”

---

**Rapture/Armageddon**  
(2100 days apart)  
Jesus Reigns  
1000 years  
1 day of rest  
Satan locked in Abyss

---

**Eternity with God**  
Satan in Lake of Fire

---

#4 The 70th Seven and possible start (includes Blood Moons)

---

**Illustration of Daniel’s 70th Week, including blood moons and anniversaries**

---

Possible "Start" of the 70th Seven (confirmation)  
[Adoption Day for the Iranian nuclear agreement - Oct 18, 2015]

---

Tetrad of Blood Moons

---

Approx. “middle” of the 70th Seven  
[“confirmation” + 3.5 years]  
April 18, 2019, which is one day before Passover Eve in the 70th anniversary of Israel.

---

70th Anniversary of Iran (final empire)  
Note: 1316 AD (665)  
1316 AD (665)

---

3.5 years (to scale) [1st half]

Start

Middle  
(rapture)

3.5 years (to scale) [2nd half]

End

Note: This half is also 1st part of ‘Tribulation’ (Trumpet plagues)

Note: 2300-day  
‘Tribulation’ continues with the Bowl plagues

---

"The 70th Seven" (Daniel’s final week)

---
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